An accurate method for determining the helical repeat of DNA in solution reveals differences to the crystal structures of two B-DNA decamers.
Many DNA sequences have been studied by X-ray crystallography with the goal of deciphering a sequence-structure code. We have determined the helical repeats of two B-type DNA decamers in solution employing an electrophoretic method based on phasing of bent segments. The decamers contain recognition sites for the dcm methyltransferase and for the restriction nuclease NarI with a mutational hotspot. Their helical repeats are 10.59(+/- 0.05) bp and 10.52(+/- 0.03) bp, respectively, whereas crystallographic analysis yielded 10.0 bp in the solid state. This difference is greater than that for the transition between B- and A-type DNA in solution. Thus, reliable information about the polymorphism of DNA in solution must be based on both X-ray and solution data. We describe a generally applicable approach to accurately determine helical repeats of small DNA duplexes in solution.